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HaldaneSocietyof
SocialisrLawyers
25a Red Lion Square, Conway Flall,
London WC1R 4RL Tel: 02072422897

The Haldane Society was founded In 1930. lt is
an organisation which provides a forum for the
discussion and analysis of law and the legal
system both nationally and internationally, from
a socialist perspective. lt ¡s independent of any
political party. lts membership consists of
individuals who are lawyers, academics or
students and legal workers, and it also has
trade union and labour movement affiliates.
Èesident: vacant
Vice P¡esHents: Kader Asmal;
Louise Christian; Jack Gaster; Tess Gill; Helena
Kennedy QC; Michael Mansfield QC; Dr. Paul
O'Higgins; Michael Seifert; David Turner-
Samuels; Professor Lord Wedderburn QC
Ghain Catrin Lewis
Secretary: Rebekah Wilson
lïeasurer: John Hobson
lnternational Secretary:
Bill Bowring, tel: 020 77535346,
email: b.bowring@unl.ac.uk
Memberchip Secretary:
JB Louveaux
Executive Gonrmittee:
Adrian Berry; Claire Bostick; Bill Bowring;
John Hobson; Soraya Lawrence; Catrin Lewis;
JB Louveaux; Neil Mclnnes; Frances Meyler;
Maxine Pieri; Monica Pirani; Hannah Rought-
Brooks; Nick Toms; Rebekah Wilson
Regional Gontacts¡
l'llest Midlands - Brian Nott, Flat 2,
40 Chancery Lane, Moseley,
Birmingham 813 gDJ

I Manchester - Neil Usher, Kenworthy
Buildings, 83 Bridge Street, Manchester M3
Haldane Sub.comnrittees;
I Crime - will now meet on the last Monday of
every month at 6.30pm at the Haldane Offices,
25a Red Lìon Square, Conway Hall, London
WCl R 4RL. Tel: 020 7242 2897
I Employment - meets at the Haldane Office
on the third Tuesday of the month. Contact
Daniel Blackburn: haldane@ictiv.org
I lnternational - contact Bill Bowring
b,bowring@unl.ac.uk
I Student - contact:
tomhenrybradford@hotmail.com
I Haldane Society Women's sub<ommittee
- Anyone interested in discussing the issues
facìng women involved in the legal system
should contact Rebekah Wilson at: Tooks Court,
02O7405 8828;email:
rebekahmaxinew@hotmai l. com
f The Imrnigration and Asylum fümmiaee
is interested to hearfrom people who would like
to join or to participate in the work of the
Committee. The Committee meets every four to
six weeks. We campaign on lmmigration and
Asylum issues from a socialist perspective. lf
you are interested in the work of the committee
or would simply like to join our email list and
find out more about us, please send an email to
adrianberry@mac.com
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Ed¡torial

The fire this time

Firefighters' dispute has placed the sporlight firmly
on industrial relations, more so than at any stage
since the emergence of New Labour.

A few facts. The FBU ballot over pay saw 83
percent of papers returned. Of those, 86.7 percent
voted for a programme of industrial action in
support of a thoroughly researched and thought out
claim. Anyone who has ever been involved with the
complexities of a trade union ballot will recognise the
incredible achievement of securing such an result.

Such a mandate, however, was not surprising.
From L981, to'J.999 calls to the fire service rose by 78
percent in Englancl and 

.SØales, 
from 541,140 to

965,200 (source: Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of
Fire Services). Yet the number of full-time Firefighters
were nevertheless reduced by 2.5 percent. Despite
this, tlre 2000-2001Audit Commission figures record
that Government recommended times and targets for
attendance times were met 96 percent of the time.

The earnings of qualified Firefighrers have been
linked to that of basic manual workers since 1978 (in
the wake of the last national strike), but there is a
wealth of evidence that recognises that the jobs of
those in dispute now bear little resemblance to rhe
ptrblic service they provided in the late 1970s.

The resultant spin and distortion by a disorganised
Government was predictable. That a committed
section of public sector workers, demonised as being
'opposed to modernisation', should have attracted
such overwhelming public supporr during their. 10
days of strike action was unanticipated. But the
FBU's arguments certainly hit a chord with many in
the public sector and beyond, who are familiar with
'targets' and'downgrading', redundancies and
casualisation, and the unprecedented and serious
attacks on their pension rights.

'Modernis closure and sale
of inner-city e pernicious sale
of children's olland in the

to long-term education and community programmes
such as the anti-social nature of joy-riding. These
men and women are committed public servants, not
politicians awarding themselves huge pay rises while
at the sâme time demanding a cracking down on the
dropping of chewing gum or - in the case of the
Birmingham shootings - offering embarrassing back-
of-the-fag-packet explanations for gun crime and its
impact on communities and young people in
particular.

.\While the Firefighters' case has been admirably
made, the dispute also challenges the Left in terms of
its organisation and oudook. 'VØhat will the left do to
attract and mobilise a new generation that has
reacted with enthusiasm at the sight of firefighters'
picket lines, sparking discussion in playgrounds,
workplaces and homes?

What is certain is that the myth that young people
are not interested in politics has been shattered. The

interests of local building developers.'While New Labour panics about youth criminality
Firefighters quietly carry on with their commitments

vast numbers - some 400,000 - who
marched on the Stop the'War

demonstration last September also
shows that.

In the immediate future, with the
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Stop the war
demonstrat¡on:
Saturday 1Sth
February, London.
Haldane Society
members meet
outside Temple tube
station
at 12 noon.

supporting the
coalition against
the war, specifically
the march in
London on 15th

February. The
difficult task of
malntarnlng
those common
links and new

alliances will
follow. ìØe must

be ready to
rise to the
occasion. I
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22
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400,000 on
the streets of
London

lrt.ews

Fantastic Florence
HUNDREDS OF thousands of
people took over central London
on the last Saturday of Septem-
ber to march against wâr on
Iraq. The size of the demonstra-
tion was stunning, with many
marchers still waiting to leave
the Embankment while speakers
were addressing demonstrators
as they poured into Hyde Park.

Euan Ferguson wrote \n Tbe
Obseruer, "Scotland Yard said
at2pm that perhaps 40,000 had
turned up. The Stop the'!lar
Coalition claimed the total was
more than 350,000. The police
reluctantly moved up to
150,000, and the truth was, if
anything, higher than eitheç. It
was a big, big, important march,
and quite angry and quite
mixed."

Muslims, trade unionists, stu-
dents, peace campaigners and
community groups carried
home-made placards attacking
Bush and Blair as war criminals,
demanding justice for the Pales-
tinians, and declaring that a war
on Iraq was really about oil.

The speeches only ended
when the police threatened to
cut the power, but the marchers
knew they had taken part in an
historic event. Man¡ many
mo¡e wish they could have been
there too. It was a confident de-
claration to Tony Blair and
George Bush that the anti-war
movement is growing and is de-
termined to stop any war on
Iraq. I

28:400,000
demonstrate in
London agalnst
war on lraq.

HE EUROPEAN Social

r Forum (ESF) in

exceeded even the most
optimistic predictions. It did not
just succeed - it was a political
triumph. Around 60,000 people
took part in the three days of
meetings leading up to the anti-
war demonstration. People came
from every continent, and from
105 countries. There were
students and trade unionists,
unemployed people and
pensioners, activists and
campâlgners.

The forum was sustained by
1,000 volunteer workers, and
made possible by translating
many meetings simultaneously
into five languages. No wonder
the thought of it terrified the
right. The Itâliân stâte, headed
by Silvio Berlusconi, tried to
stop the forum. There were
threats to ban it, and then dire
rumours about how vandals and
anarchists were coming to burn
Florence down.

All of this intimidation came
to nothing. Berlusconi had to
back off because of the
groundswell of support for the
forum and the trade union back-
ing for it. The vast majority of
Florence's inhabitants enthusias-
tically welcomed the forum. On
the Saturday's anti-war demon-
stration local people lined the
roads to applaud the protesters,
sing socialist songs with them,
take up their chants, and hand
out food, wine and water.

The forum organised 30

October
4: United Nations Committee on
The Rights of The Child urges
Britain to change the law which
allows parents to smack their
children. John Denham, minister
for young people, deems a'mild
smack' a perfectly "reasonable"
response from parents.

rally-type meetings, 160 semi-
nars which were slightly smaller,
and a further 180 workshops.
On one morning you could go
to big rallies - between 500 and
5,000 strong - on globalisation
and the alternatives, food pro-
duction, "no justice, no peace",
the emergence of the far right
across Europe, in defence of
people denied rights, or on how
to take back control of the
media and culture.

One meeting on the threat
posed to us all by the General
Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) was so huge that it had
to be held twice in the same ses-
sion - and then there were so
many still wanting to hear it
that it had to be held again. On
Friday evening around 15,000
people were listening simultane-
ously to meetings.

Of course not everyone
agreed about what was said or

said the same things. There were
differences over the relation be-
tween the anti-capitalist move-
ment and political parties. There
were debates over whether lead-
ership is needed, and what lead-
ership means. But there was an
overarching sense of unity. And
every day the general feeling
grew more radical.

But the meetings were just
one part of the forum. In a giant
hall you could walk round two
floors of stalls put together by
hundreds of unions, political
parties, campaigns and move-
ments. You could pick up a list
of restaurants offering cheaper
food to ESF delegates and be
sure of a smile when you ar-
rived wearing your ESF badge.
The forum was a daily rolling
12-hour protest meeting, a pop-
ular universit¡ and a place to
enter discussion and make
friends. It was an artistic space

"We have had a very big victory in Florence. We have shown the world
the true face of our movement. We are democratic, diverse, peaceful.
The future is on our side." Walden Bello, Philippines activist.

"l am one of the founders of the association of victims of 11th
Septembe¡ and this will not be a war in their names. I am here
because my brother was murdered that day. We need more marches
against war." Golleen Kelly, sìster of 11th September victim.

"This event has been an inspiration for me. There are tens of
thousands of people, from all kinds of backgrounds, united in our
determination to understand the capitalistìc system and how we can
fight it. I've met people from around the world, from Latìn America,
Colombia, Brazil, and even from the United States. I have been to
massive forums on neo-liberalism, on the war, on privatisation, on
women, on everything," Serena Salelia, Florence.

and somewhere to talk for
hours about everything.

The first day was big. The
second was almost twice as big.
Tens of thousands of young
people poured in. llhole classes
in local schools were empty.
Some colleges had to virtually
close. The forum became a
magnet for everyone who wants
change. It was a focus for all
those who are sickened by the
war drive, who hate inequality
and povert¡ and who identify
with the forum's slogan: "An-
other Europe is possible. An-

24: Rìot at Lincoln Prison, it
took more than 550 prison and
police officers eight hours to
regain control during a night in
whìch three prison officers and
27 inmates were ìnjured.

other world is possible".
The forum was a huge step

forward for the movement that
burst into view at the anti'llorld
Trade Organisation protests in
Seattle at the end of1999 and
developed in Genoa in June
2001.

The pace and extent of the
change is so great that perhaps
after Florence we should talk of
a new movement, a new Euro-
pean left which is offering a po-
tential that has not existed for
years. The forum met with the
world in the shadow of war. It

November
5: Court of Appeal rules a gay
man has same rights as spouse
or cohabitee to take over a
tenancy. Three appeal court
judges used the Human rights
Act to overturn House of Lords
ruling

offered a cry against all the hor-
rors of capitalism, but also
pointed towârds the battles that
will be necessary to do awây
with those horrors.

One of the most inspiring
meetings was a 1,S00-strong
forum on Eastern Europe.

Andrej Grubacic from Bel-
grade in Yugoslavia set the tone
for many contributions when he
talked of the devastation caused
by a decade of market capital-
ism. This had created so much
bitterness that the danger was
that people would look either to

Stalinism or to fascism. He said
there was an ânswer in "a return
to the original socialist ideal" of
genuinely democratic, participa-
tory planning. There was a des-
perate need for an alternative,
said Alexander Buzgalin from
Russia.

But "the factthat there are so

many of us here shows that an-
other world is possible." He
spoke about the deep class
divide in his country and about
a new spirit of resistance - "the
first small steps in the building
of a movement". I

6: Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat signs into law a bill
naming Jerusalem as the
Palestinian caPital in response
to a new US law which called
for the city to be regarded as
lsrael's capital, sparking anger
among Palestìnians.

l2: Unanimous not guilty
verdict in 12 charges agaìnst
Asian youth who defended theìr
community in Burnley from
racist attack.
2fl= Brazil: Workers party
leader Luiz lnacio Lula da Silva,
elected president.

6-lO: European Social Forum
in Florence, one mìllion march
against war and capitalism
14: Health secretary, Alan
Milburn, pledges controversial
mental health bill would be
reìntroduced in the current
session of parliament,

All 15 members of the UN
security council vote
unanlmously for the American
and British resolution on lraq.
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V¡ctims the aw left out Coup es register for gays

lli.ews

ustice for all" has
. been the bland-

I : ishment used by
. the government

to herald many of its legislative
proposals in the Queent speech.
In particular, emphasis has been
put on the need to redress the
balance in favour of the victim.
There are, however, a large num-
ber of victims for whom those
words held no meaning.

This group has grown with
alarming speed and runs into
thousands. They have suffered
harrowing loss of life in the
many disasters which have beset
our daily lives - on the railways
(Clapham, Southall, Paddington,
Hatfield, Potters Bar); at sea
(Zeebrugge); on the river (Mar-
chioness); in the air (Concorde);
in the workplace (Piper Alpha);
in the care of social services (Vic-
toria Climbie). Beyond those
well-publicised events is a raft of
others too numerous to detail.

In every case relatives and
friends, and the survivors them-
selves, have one overriding con-
cern - âccountability. They want
those responsible brought to
book. Not so much the individ-
ual whose hand is on the wheel,
but more the corporation or in-
stitution whose directors or
managers may have perrnitted a
structure or system to exist
within which a combination of
fault has caused death.

During the Marchioness jn-
quiry in 2000, Eileen Dallagio,
who lost her l9-year-old daugh-
ter, pleaded: "As we approach

November
l3: Queen's Speech: Double
jeopardy rule scrapped.
l9: Government White paper
published overhauling laws on
gay sex, rape, child prostìtution,
child abuse, incest and
treatment of sex offenders.

the 12th Christmas wirhout our
children, our brothers and sisters,
our family and friends, we ask
this investigation to begin the
process of fundamental change in
legislation which still allows the
spectre of corporate greed to
overshadow responsibiliry and
accountability. "

No doubt it was sentiments
such as those that made then
home secretary Jack Straw an-
nounce reforms to the law on in-
voluntary manslaughter that had
been mooted by the law commis-
sion in 1994. Mr Straw claimed
that he was "scandalised like
everybody by the fact that cor-
porations or their directors had
very little penalty for some very
reckless and negligent things that
have occurred".

New offences of reckless
killing, killing by gross negli-
gence and a third offence involv-
ing minor injurS would apply to
over 3.5 million businesses, char-
ities, schools, hospitals, other
public bodies and undertakings.
Mr Straw observed that the law
was ineffective because "all too
ofren in the past organisations
have been able to escape liability

for errors where, if an individual
had been responsible they would
have been convicted".

Over the years it has proved
well nigh impossible to mount
successful prosecutions - they do
not exceed single figures in the
history of English law. The diffi-
culty has been identifying the
person who embodies the com-
pany - the directing mind and
the chain of causation. It is even
more complicated with bigger
companies, with fragmentation
caused by privatisation, where
responsibility for safety is diffuse
and divided between several re-
lated bodies. Personnel are not
only transient, the buck is passed
with ever-increasing speecl.

To solve this, the corporate
homicide bill, presented on 18th
April 2000, provided that â cor-
poration would be guilty of cor-
porate killing if a management
failure by the corporation is the
cause, or one of the causes, of a
person's death. "Failure" was
defined as "conduct falling
below what can reasonably be
expected of the corporation, par-
ticularly if it fails to ensure the
health and safety of persons em-

ployed or members of the public
affected by its activities". The re-
sponsible corporate officers are
deemed to be the chairman,
managing director, chief execu-
trve or secretary.

John Prescott weighed in
behind these measures: "The law
must come down hard on those
who persistently put people in
danger. Health and safety is a
priority issue for those at the top
of all organisations and they
must be prepared to face the
consequences of ignoring the
law: in the future that could well
mean prison."

No sooner said than
drcpped. The fate of the cor-
porate manslaughter bill is
shrouded in mystery. There has
been a resounding silence punc-
tuated by the occasional whisper
that all would be remedied in a
health and safety bill. Such a bill
is forecast in the Queen's speech.
It will establish an independent
railway accident investigation
branch in line with Lord Cullen's
recommendations. Yet the bill
makes no mention of corporate
manslaughter.

Even in America, big business
is threatened by prison sentences
and punitive damages and, ulti-
matel¡ offending companies can
be closed down. Here in the UK,
however, there can only be one
message. New Labour's enduring
affair with big business cannor
be jeopardised by the threat of
criminal sanctions.
I Michael Mansfield
Fìrst published in lhe Guardian

he government has
announced its plans for

' a 'sâme-sex partnership
register' giving new

rights to gay couples. Along with
the register, Barbara Roche,
minister for social exclusion,
announced a raft of other rights
which are currently only enjoyed
by those who are married.
Although there are of course
many more months of
consultation, it is hoped that the
bill will be before parliament this
Autumn.

Unfortunatel¡ Lord Lester's
proposal for "civil partnerships"
for all unmarried couples, both
heterosexual and homosexual,
has been dropped. Ministers
\Mere concerned that, while both
Conservative and Liberal De-
mocrats back greater protection
for same sex-couples, the Tories
would oppose extra rights for
opposite-sex couples as under-
mlnlng marflage.

The changes for same-sex cou-
ples will increase their rights to
those traditionally held only by
heterosexual married couples -
namely property and inheritance
rights in the absences of a will,
inheritance tax exemptions ând
the right to be considered the
next of kin (allowing gay couples
to register partner's death, decide
on funeral arrangements ând be
consulted on medical treatment if
a partner is unconscious). People
will no longer be turned away
from their partner's hospital beds
because they are not officially
recognised as "next of kin" or

evicted from their home after
their partners death.

An example of the changes
that are already beginning to
take place can be seen in the new
civil service pension scheme,
launched last October. It is the
first public sector scheme to
recognise cohabiting heterosex-
ual and same-sex partners as eli-
gible for benefits in the same
way as married spouses.

Same-sex couples living in the
capital can already register their
partnerships in a "partnership
register" brought in by the
Mayor of London. The register
allows couples to declare their
commitment to each other and
sign a document giving their re-
lationship mayoral recognition
(albeit not legal recognition).

The first registration events took
place at the greater London Au-
thority's former headquarters in
Victoria last September. A year
on, 314 gay partnerships have
been registered.

BarT¡ara Roche said there was
an "extremely strong case" for
allowing same-sex couples the
chance to register their relation-
ships. A spokeswoman said
"Gay couples don't have the
option of marriage. The lack of
legal status causes serious prob-
lems for gay couples." Colin
Hart, director of the Christian
Institute, said the registration
plan did equate gây relationships
with marriage, whatever minis-
ters said, "If the special benefits
of marriage are given to those in
homosexual relationships, then

marriage becomes devalued".
However, although the pro-

posal is a step in the right direc-
tion and the spirit of it is clear,
the detail will prove a battle-
ground.'llhat arrangements, for
example, will be in place for set-
tlement of disputes if partners
separate?'What pension rights
will same-sex couples have
during life? The move is unlikely
to satisfy all gay rights cam-
paigners either.

Some campaigners argue that
the law should go further and
allow gay couples to marry.
A recent poll by a gay website -
Gay.com - showed that over 57
percent of the t0,000 lesbian
women and gay rnen across the
UK wanted marriage.
I Marina Sergides

December

(lueen's Speech ma¡n law and order points:
O Reforms of criminal justice syslem "at heart of government's

programme"
O Retrials for those acquitted of serious offences "where new and

compelling evidence emerges"
O Crown and magistrates courts to be combined into one organisation
O Bills to tackle anti-social behavìour, to reform laws on sexual

offences and improve international cooperation in tackling crìme
O Abolition of fixed opening hours for premises selling alcohol,

20: European parliament vote
to give temporary workers the
same statutory rights as fulltime
workers from the first day of
employment. The Government
plans to amend the directive.

2l: Nazi British Natìonal Party
win Mill Hill ward council seat in
Blackburn, Lancashire (Foreign
Secretary Jack Straw is IVP

there). Result: BNP 578,
Labour 562, Liberals 505
(previously held seat),
Tories 154. Turnout: 39%.

23: Government promises to
repeal or amend 97 laws and
review further 200 that ban the
publication of information held
by Whitehall. Info released
could include safety reports on
rail crashed such as Potters Bar
and Ladbroke Grove.

24= Davtd Blunkett to change
the law to hand over to judges
his power to set minlmum jail
terms for convicted murderers,
after seven law lords ruled that
the home secretary's role
breached the European
convention on human rights.

26: Law lords unanimously rule
that politicians should play no
role in establishing the length of
sentence individual offenders
should serve

30: Government eyes plans
to replace'Exceptional Leave
to Remaìn' status with more
tightly drawn category called
'humanìtarian protectìon'.
They expect it will cut around
12,000 from those allowed to
stay,

2: Mark Thomas, the 'political
comedìan', joins Warzone
Whitehall Action, a non-violent
dle-in against war and
sanctions on lraq held in
Whitehall Place, Whitehall,
Organised by Voìces in the
Wilderness.
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Numbers jUSt keep rising

lr.Jews

t's a scary thought to think
: that by the end of the decade,

,r the prison population in the
.. I UK could reach 110,000.

Statistics obtained from the
Home Office currently places the
figure at 72,500, a rise of 30,
5000 since 1.990.

It seems that the lord chief
justice Lord'Vloolf's call for a

mo¡e cautious approach to
prison sentences has not
dampened the courts 'love
affair' with custody. Lord \ùloolf
has repeatedly asked the courts
to use jail only as a last resort
for dangerous, violent and sex
offenders and recently stated
that jail overcrowding is a

"cancer" eating at the ability of
the prison service to achieve its
objective of protecting the
public from crime.
Unfortunately his request has
failed to stem the rise. In
December 2002, prison officers
and probation officers warned
that a new jail building
programme - with up to 40
extra prisons - would be needed
to house the extra inmates.

This growth is a stark
parallel with that of the USA.
Over the last 20 years, the
number of prisoners has surged
in every state in the country.
\X/hile the nationt population
has grown by only 20 percent,
the number of Americans held
in local, state, and federal
lockups has doubled - and then
doubled again. The United
States now locks up some two
million people. That's far more

December
3: Government abandons
official targets set in 1998 by
Keith Hellawell, former drugs
tsar, to cut amount of Class A
drug abuse ìn Britain by 25
percent by 2003.

than ever before, and more than
any other country on earth, and
the number is still growing.

How did this happen? Some
would argue that the answer has
little to do with crime, but much
to do with the perception of
crime, and how that perception
has been manipulated for
political gain and financial
profit. Courts to politicians have
increasingly turned to tough-on-
crime policies as guaranteed
vote-getters. That trend has been
encouraged by the media, which
use the public's fearful
fascination with crime to boost
ratings, and by other businesses
whose profit depends on mass-
scale incarceration.

Speaking to judges and
lawyers at Manchester town
hall, Lord !(/oolf said the
judiciary had to accept some of
the blame. But there has been a

continuous upward pressure on
sentences from public opinion,
the media, and the government.
Lord lloolf further stated that
the punitive approach had been
tried and had failed. A wider
range of community penalties
would enable courts to give
offenders incentives to take part
in drug rehabilitation, restorâtive

6: New legal rights for gay
couples. Same-sex partners to
get property and inheritance
entitlements, but new law will
not extend to recognition of
unmarried heterosexuals.

justice and other programs
geared to preventing re-
offending.

David Roddan of the Prison
Governors' Association said: "It
seems incredible that a modern
government's only response to
public concern about crime is to
lock more people up, regardless
of the cost to the taxpayer.

Juliet Lyons of the Prison
Reform Trust said the figures
were shattering admission of
defeat: "It is a matter of
national shame that we
routinely lock up those in need
of care or treatment and then
release them from our
overcrowded jails more, not less,
likely to offend".

However, in a recent attempt
to tackle the growing crisis,
David Blunkett is pushing
courts to abandon prison
sentences below six months.
There is a growing pressure that
the courts should avoid giving
short sentences wherever
possible because it does not give
enough time for rehabilitation
programs to make any
difference. The move would
vastly reduce the pressure on
prisons in which more than half
of the prisoners are serving

lO: Former US
president Jimmy
Carter received the
Nobel Peace Prize! Despite his
own dubious presidency, Carter
used peace prize speech in
Sweden to condemn current US
policy.

short sentences. If no prisoner
was serving a sentence of six
months or less, the male prison
population would be cut by
more than 40,000.

Government Minister Hillary
Benn said : "\ùle do not advocate
any policy that will push up the
numbers of those in custody for
its own sake. Sentencing must be
effective in preventing
reoffending, and in many casês,
prison will not be the most
suitable option"

Treasury funds of {,27 5
million have just been agreed to
provide new prison places next
year, with a review ordered "to
look for longer term answers to
stop major increases in the
prison population". New
measures in the criminal justice
bill are expected to divert some
lnmates to communlty
punishments, but the overall
impact of the legislation will be
to add just under 1,000 to the
daily prison population.

The lord chancellor stated
that the government's criminal
justice proposals provided "a
vision of what might be
achieved by diverting offenders
from crime without burdening
our prisons". But that vision
depended on input from the
probation service, and had no
hope of being fulfilled unless rhe
service was given much greater
funding. Otherwise, judges
would shun community-based
sentences.

Time will tell.
I Marina Sergides

l4: Transsexuals wlll be given
the right to apply for substitute
birth certificates statìng their
new sex and to marry in their
adopted gender. The measure,
which is unlikely to become law
until 2004, follows a 33-year
battle by transsexuals for full

. rhe Campaign for Nu-
, :,; clear Disarmament

failed in December in its
bid for a high court dec-

laration that it would be against
international law for the UK to
wage war against Iraq without a

fresh United Nations resolution.
Three judges ruled the court had
no power to declare true inter-
pretation of UN security council
resolution 1441 which set out
Saddam Hussein's disarmament
obligations. CND had argued
resolution 1,44t did not authorise
the use of force in the event of a
breach of its conditions.

The application, made on
CND's behalf by Rabinder Singh

QC, a colleague of Cherie Booth
at Matrix chambers, was against
the prime minister; the foreign
secretary, Jack Straw; and the de-
fence secretar¡ Geoff Hoon.

Mr Singh argued that there
was a "general principle of inter-
national law" prohibiting force
unless it was in self-defence or
specifically authorised by the se-
curity council. Neither of those
exceptions to the principle ap-
plied. Yet Mr Straw and Mr
Hoon had both made statelrents
which suggested that Britain
would act without a new UN
mandate.

It was the fi¡st time that a UK
government has faced such a
legal challenge over the possibil-
ity of a declaration of war. CND
argued there wâs great public in-
terest in ensuring that the gov-
ernment had judicial guidance
on what the law actually wâs, so

legal recognition A transsexual
who was born a man but
became a woman, for example,
will be entitled to marry a man,
be ìssued with a birth
certìficate stating her sex as
female and receive a state
pension at age 60.

ln the 1970s, Dumisa Buhle
Ntsebeza spent 137 days in
solitary conf inement under
apartheìd, Now, as a human
rights lawyer, he is seeking
reparations from companies like
IBM and General Motors that
did business with South Afrlca.

(

l7: The US asked Britain if it
can use the RAF Fylingdales
early warning station, North
Yorkshìre, as part of its missile
defence strategy.

first'
that it did not embark on mili-
tary action in the mistaken belief
that it was lawful to do so when
it was not.

But the judge held that the
court had no jurisdiction to in-
terpret â UN resolution that had
never been incorporated into do-
mestic law. In any event, he said,
the court would decline to
embark on the determination of
an issue if to do so would be
damaging to the public interest
in the field of international rela-
tions, national security or de-
fence. CND's claim was
therefore "non-justiciable ".

The judges refused CND per-
mission to appeal, although it
can still seek permission from
the court of appeal.

CND had earlier made legal
history when judges agreed to
cap its bill for legal costs if it lost
the high court case. They held
that the exceptional nature of
the case justified them making
an order that, if CND lost, it
would not have to pay more
than f25,000 towards the gov-
ernment's costs. The ruling was a
blow to the government and
CND's solicitor, Phil Shiner, said:
"This is the first time ever that a
court in this country has made
an order of this nature. CND is a
relatively small organisation and,
in a case of such public impor-
tance, it was crucial that it
should proceed without having
to prlt its individual staff or cam-
paigning activities at risk
through having to meet a huge
costs order." I

29: A total of 94 prisoners took
thelr lives in 2002, compared to
73 the previous year, according
to the Howard League, who
blamed the 28 percent rise on
the rising numbers of inmates,

CND'S e9a a

"lt is a matter of national shame that we
routinely lock up those in need of care or
treatment and then release them from our
overcrowded jails more, not less, likely to
offend" Juliet Lyons, Prison Reform llust
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Damilola
report is just
a whitewash

was learned
from the death of
10-year old

After a f10
Damilola Taylor?

million trial at the
Old Baile¡ the four charged with
his murder were discharged or
acquitted. An eight-month
review reported in December. Its
conclusions were that the police
were not at fault but blamed the
judge who excluded evidence.
It then commended police on
'innovative' tactics in obtaining
evidence of confessions from
fellow inmates. The panel was
made up of nvo senior police
officers, a police inspectorate
and a bishop. Not surprising
that they found that it was not
the police's fault!

The report virtually ignores
the inducement offered to one
key witness of f50,000 or that
the 'evidence' against the four
was little more than living locally
and were known to the police.

The Mirror ran an editorial
which rightly concluded: "Once
the evidence was looked into, it
should have been clear there was
not enough to secure a convic-
tion. Instead, the police contin-
ued to do everything they could
to create a case against them".
The Damilola report has done
nothing to address this.

The Taylor family was victim
to another police investigation
that tried to bring a prosecution
at any cost.
I Matt Foot

December
3l: Foreign Office minister
Mìke O'Brien states that the
British government would
prefer it if the England cricket
team did not go to play a World
Cup game in Zimbabwe,
though it wouldn't instruct them
not to do so.
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J uven i les secu re protection

AnnualGe
Saturdry 5th Apr¡l 2003

from-1 2.00noon
at Conwry Hall,

Red Lion Square,
London WCl

same legal safeguards âs every
other child in the UK.

In judicia review proceedings,
the Howard League for Penal
Reform argued that Prison
Service regulations which
exclude child prisoners from
Children Act 1989 welfare
protection are unlawful.

Ruling in the case, Mr Justice
Munby said the League's
evidence pointed to the
"degrading, offensive and totally
unacceptable treatment" of
juvenile prisoners. He said
prison conditions for UK
children ought to "shock the
conscience of every citizen".

As a result of the Court's
decision, prison reform
campaigners are hopeful that jail
conditions for the more than
2,5000 juvenile prisoners in the
UK will significantly improve.
Bringing proceedings against the
Home Office, Frances Cok,
Director of the Howard League,
said juvenile prisoners are at risk
of serious harm under a prison
regime which leads directly to
widespread incidents of violent
assault, self-harm and suicide
among young prisoners.

Central to the legal challenge
ws a Prison Service Order which
states that the Children Act does
not apply to Prison Service
establishments (PSO 4950).

The Howard League put
forward evidence that child
prisoners were routinely
subjected to periods of virtual

January
l: Cabinet papers released
under 3O-year rule. "Playground
Marxists were investigated by
M15 in 1972," reports the Daily
Telegraph, "after concerns that
school agitators could take to
the streets as French students
had a few years earlier."

solitary confinement lasting up
to 28 days. Prisoners were
confined alone with no access to
radio or television. The Howard
League argued practices under
the PSO are punitive and would
be unlawful in any other UK
setting as they contravene the
Children Act.

During the period April 2000
to january 2002 there werc
3,776 record.ed incidents of
segregation. Forty-three percent
of prisoners are violently
assaulted each year and suicide
âmong juvenile prisoners is
running at three deaths every
year, Following the Court's
decision, the Chief Inspector of
Prisons Írom 799 6-200t, Sir
David Ramsbottom, said: "If
Ministers and the Prison Service
had obeyed the law regarding
the treatment of and conditions
for juveniles coming into their
care, this case need never have

ben brought."
However, the Court stopped

short of finding the PSO
unlawful. Raiher, it underlined
the statutory duty placed on
Social Service Departments to
intervene in prisons where
Children Act standards of care
are not upheld. The ruling means
that a case can now be made
that where a Social Services
Department has failed to remove
to a place of safety any juvenile
prisoner at risk of significant
harm, self-harm or suicide, the
Department may be in breach of
its duty of care under the Act.
The place of safety should be a
Local Authority Secure Unit.
LASU's are not Children Act
exempt. The Children Act
incorporates into English law the
UK's obligations as a signatory
to the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child.
I Dominic Teagle

Vigil on death anniversary
SIXTY people held a vigil out-
side Tottenham police station in
north London on 1lth Januar¡
organised by the friends and
family of Roger Sylvester.

The 3O-year-old died in hos-
pital on llthJantary 1,999,
eight days after being held by
police outside his home. Scot-
land Yard said he was being re-
strained for his own safety after
acting aggressively. A detective
superintendent and two detec-
tive sergeants, who were in-
volved in the initial inquiry into

Mr Sylvester's death, are facing
seven disciplinary charges.

The charges came after com-
plaints by Mr Sylvester's family
about the conduct of officers
from the Metroploitan Police's
complaints investigation bureau.

An inquest into his death was
due to be held in October, but it
will now take place before
Easrer 2003. The Police Com-
plaints Authority has said the
disciplinary hearing for the three
officers will take place after the
inquest. I

Nomrnations for officers and resolutions should be
sent to the Secretary, Rebekah Wilson, by email:

rebekahmaxinew@hotmail.com or by post to:
Rebekah Wilson, Secrelary, Haldane Society of

Socialist Lawyers ,25a Red Lion Square, Conway Hall,
London WCl R 4RL to arr¡ve by 22nd February 2003.

tlal@qeSocietyof
SocialisrLawyers

8: Two train drivers refuse to
move a freight train carrying
ammunition on the West
Highland Llne in Scotland,
believed to be destined for
British forces in the Gulf, the
first such industrial action by
workers for decades.

17: Liberty is concerned how the
media is covering the arrests of
terrorist suspects, accused
ministers of allowing lurid
coverage for political reasons
and said those arrested during
raids in London and Manchester
must receive a fair trial,

25a Red Lion Square, Conway Hall,
London \ØC1R 4RL Tel: 020 7242 2897
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rwhy soc ial ist lauryerst should opposethewat'

Mike Mansfield spoke at the first of a new
series of Haldane public meetings last October
Society Secretary Rebekah Wilson reports

reasons '!íhy Socialist Lawyers
Should Oppose The 'Síar' may
seem fairly obvious to most but the
meeting provided an informative
and exciting opportunity to discuss
the issues posed by the war against

Iraq. Catrin Lewis (chair of the society)
chaired the meeting held at the London School
of Economics at which Michael Mansfield QC
was the guest speaker in this series of public
meetings the Society is now organising in order
to provide a forum for discussion and action.

Michael Mansfield began by praising the
recent edition oÍ Socialist Lawyer, which he
commented put the arguments against the war
so cogently. He impressed upon the meeting
the article by Helen Duffy of Inter Rights who
set out the legality of the war. He went on to
address the meeting with his reasons as to why
socialist lawyers should oppose the war. He
also highlighted the hypocritical approach of
the handling of North Korea.

Socialist lawyers have a responsibility to
ensure that the legal agenda is debated and fol-
lowed. 'rùØhat can I do?' poses the first ques-
tion. As a socialist lawyer you must be able to

address the arguments made in favour of the
war and keep on bringing those arguments
back to a legal forum at the same time as cre-
ating a coalition of people across all bound-
aries who are opposed to the war.

At present the real problems are not being
thought through. There is either a hawkish or
liberal approach. The reasons for war are not
being properly addressed. September 11th is a
key factor. The ambience of standing shoul-
der to shoulder without being anti American
has been in the vanguard of all events ever
since. Tony Blair is regarded not just as an ally
but a personal spokesman for the unable Bush
who had previously thought the Taliban were
a rock group and Al Qaeda a baseball team.

'We should listen to those who are qualified
to talk about the situation. For example, Scott
Ritter a US national, republican voter, ex
marine and a UN weapons inspector in Iraq
for seven years. He does not regard Iraq as
having any current capability to have those
weapons of mass destruction. Even if they do,
does it entitle a pre-emptive strike? - no it does
not.In1996 a number of Non Governmental
Organisations' clubbed together to bring a

case ât the International court at the Hague.
They challenged the legality of nuclear
weapons. That court held that it could not
outlaw the possession of nuclear weapons. It is
totally legal then for a state to have them. The
US approach is riddled with hypocrisy, if not,
then why not invade China or North Korea?

'We turn then to chemical and biological
weapons and the numerous countries that
have refused to ratify the convention on the
use and manufacture of chemical weapons. A
number of countries who did eventually sign,
including the US, were not prepared to allow
inspections of their production. Last autumn
in wake of September 11th, we had the an-
thrax scare, and there was an immediate as-
sumption was that it was Al Qaeda. It then
transpires that in fact the anthrax was prob-
ably US developed and it's now alleged that it
wâs sent by an American professor who was
concerned about the development of chemi-
cal weapons in the US going unchecked.

If we need a yardstick we can't ignore the
eighty five UN resolutions that Israel are in
breach of. Resolutions encompassing land,
water and refugees. If there is any threat in the

middle east, its is Israel. They are number six
in the nuclear club and we can only guess at
the number ofwarheads they have. They have
refused to sign any tre^ty regarding their
weaponry. They also have centres developing
chemical and biological weapons.'We have no
information, no inspectors. If we apply the ar-
guments for war on Iraq to Israel then the UN
would have to go in to Israel.

This hypocritical approach shows that the
reasons being used to argue for war do not
hold water. '!Øhat about the reason out for-
ward to 're instate democracy'. How will that
work after the place has been bombed to
pieces?\ùle know what happened at the end of
the Gulf war. George Bush senior encouraged
the opposition in Iraq to rise up. They did.
The US then lifted the no fly zone. Saddam
could then quash the uprising. US troops on
the ground did nothing. The US are not inter-
ested in democracy. \ùle only have to look at
the particularly corrupt nations they've sup-
ported in the past, including of course
Saddam's regime.

The real reason for war, only a few have
been able to articulate it, oil. The USA has a

"The hypocritical
approach shows that
the reasons being
used to argue for war
do not hold water"

problem. They have troops in over 140 coun-
tries. They need oil for their military machine
and global corporation. Money from oil cur-
rently goes to banks dominated by the secu-
rity council. They want control of oil and its
pfice..Slhat 

should we be doing? The Interna-
tional Criminal Court is not just a gesture but
an important institution. At the moment over
eighty one countries have ratified it. The US
were amongst the last to sign up. The US con-
tinue to seek exemptions from any enforce-
ment against them persuading less
economically stable countries to back them.
If the US is going to ask this country to back

a war Blair should say there are certain pre
conditions. This is what we should be scruti-
nising, a country's willingness to sign up to an
international rule of law

Lawyers need to bring the debate back to
what makes sense, the ICC. rùle have the op-
portunity to be part of a new world order
where any country can be put in the dock.
People want accountability for mass killings.
Including the Kurdish people gassed. There
must be a legal edifice to which we are all ac-
countable.

The mindset that we need to use force to
deal with force needs to be moved away from.
'We must ensure that opposition is always on
the agenda.

The meeting concluded with a number of
contributions from the floor. There was a gen-
eral view that people feel the rreed to be doing
something and that the society should help co
ordinate opposition in numerous ways in-
cluding a letter writing campaign. It is clear
that opposition to the war is strong and so-
cialist lawyers must do what they can to
ensure thât their voices and the legal argu-
ments âre heard. I
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lnthenameof the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against'Women. On occasion
the US finds itself on the same side on these
issues as states such as Saudi Arabia. In addi-
tion, the US is reluctant to be bound by con-
ventions to control biological weapons.

war they would have had rights. Guantanamo
Bay is a form of torture. It builds up a sense of
isolation. Other methods might also be used. It
is a black hole in the law.

In the territorial US the treatment of these
prisoners would be unlawful and could be
challenged in the courts. However there is no
means to challenge what is happening in
Guantanamo Bay. Having broken the bounds
of restraint in relation to its prisoners, the US
will have a problem in relation to the treat-
ment of its own soldiers when they themselves
are taken prisoner.

The US and the UK have also begun to un-
dermine other international instruments such
as the 1951 Refugee Convention which they
see âs a loophole in the war against terrorism
as a result of increasing mass migration. They
wealth and security of developed states has at-
tracted new 'waves of migration. The US has
also attempted to develop customary interna-
tional law through the development of the
doctrine of anticipatory self-defence. US politi-
cians such as Rumsfeld and Cheny are at the
forefront of efforts to develop a doctrine of in-
ternational law that permits pre-emptive
strikes. This could be extraordinarily danger-
ous for them if is applied to all stâtes. However
it is not meant to be mutually applicable. In-
stead it is designed to be used by the US alone
against stâtes such as those that make up the
axis of evil. You are either with us or against
us.

The doctrine of pre-emptive strike fits in
with the way that the US has been dealing with
states such as Cuba over the last thirty years
through measures such as the Helms Burton
Act. Cuba has been defined as a threat to in-
ternational peace and security and not just the
US's peace and security. The US is trying to
promote regime change in Cuba, to remove
Castro, and to force how free market econ-
omy on the country. The legislation creates a
universal jurisdiction in the US Courts which
can be directed against individuals and their
families. It is these sorts of things that mean
that you have to be wary of the US legal view
of its place in the world.

The Afghan'War was supposed to root out
Al-Qaeda. However where is the state of Al-
Qaeda? All the organisation is, is 5,000 men,
plenty of money and camps. United Nations
Security Council Resolutions t268 and 1273
equate terrorism with armed attack as defined

in the UN Charter. The test for self-de-
fence is whether there has been an
armed attack. The two UN Resolu-

munity in failing to comply with UN condi-
tions as they relate to weapons of mass de-
struction. For the US Iraq, as a state which is
acting illegall¡ is liable to have relations with
terrorist organisations and other so-called
rogue elements.

For the first time issues of international law
have come into the public domain. It is inter-
esting to look at opinion polls after 11.19. On
the issue of whether people think that force
should only be used in accordance of interna-
tional law, 78 percent said yes. The fact that
people think about international law is very
significant. People who are in favour of war
are only in favotr of a certain form of war. In-
ternational law itself is moving from a society
of formally equal states to a system where the
US has created an unequal predominance. The
international legal system has been built on the
sovereign equality of states. This was devel-
oped in the 1960s and'1,970s. However inter-
national institutions are the result of longer
trends of European enlightenment and Euro-
pean colonialism. The image of the world we
see in a map is an image of Europe in which
most of the borders have been drawn by Eu-
ropeans. The Cold'War gave the international
legal system a particular turn. Both the com-
peting powers had universal pretensions
through the Brezhnev doctrine and the
Reagan-Monroe doctrine. The post-1945 legal
order came into its own after the end of the
Cold \ùíar in the 1990s.

The doctrine of self-defence emerged in the
nineteenth Century. However there has been
a trend towards the doctrine of anticipatory
self-defence. ln tbe 7967 war Israel at first
claimed that it had been attacked first. After
that was exposed as a lie it said that it said that
attacked in order to pre-empt an attack that
was being prepared against it. There has been
much criticism in the legal textbooks of the
concept of anticipatory self-defence. It gives a
licence to states to attack first. Iraq, of course,
does have the right of self-defence if it is at-
tacked fftst. 1.1.19 really was a watershed.
However, the trends in the breaking of the
bond of international law were there before-
hand. It also showed the asymmetric nature of
the conflict. People with box cutters were able
to show the weakness and isolation from
which the US suffers. Bush thought he could
influence the German elections. The result was
a terrible shock to them.

I think we can look at the US attitude to-
wards the ICC as a sign of a certain weakness
rather than strength. It shows a fear of the pol-
itics that the court represents. As a global su-
perpower the US needs to define itself against
an enemy. The US built up the notion of Al-
Qaeda and has tried to show how powerful it
is. Only by positing a strong enemy can Amer-
ican power be justified. Unlike the LfTE in Sri
Lanka and Palestinian organisations in Pales-
tine, it is very difficult to define the aims of Al-
Qaeda. In trying to pin down AJ-Qaeda and its
many bases the US has introduóed the doctrine
of failed states. Yet it is the US which acts in an
arbitrary manner, intervening in states such as

Chile and Grenada where it feels its interests
are at stake. I
From notes taken by Adrian Berry.
For details of upcoming Haldane meetings
turn to page 31.

John Strawson, Principle Lecturer in Law at the University of
East London, spoke to the Society on 'US Hegemony after 9111'

hen I was asked to talk
about hegemony, I was
wondered whether you
meânt Mao or Gramsci's
concept of hegemony. The

Birzeit Universit¡
last time I gave a talk was at
Ramallah. There have been

some very interesting developments in our un-
derstanding of our legal system. The bonds of
restraint have been broken in the legal system
that has existed since 1945. 9/11 broke the
bonds. Civilians became weapons as well as

targets. The response in Afghanistan also
broke the bonds of restraint. The questions
raised in relation to Afghanistan relate to the
laws of war, the four Geneva conventions and
Guantanamo Bay. As has been noted by others
the future of international law can be seen in

the'lfest Bank. There, over the last two years,
the government of Israel has been less and less
bound by restraint in respect of the use of tor-
ture, targeted killings, and the use of live bul-
lets in riots and crowd control situations.

The Palestinian resistance has also shown a
lack of restraint in challenging norms. One
side's pitiless action has been met by the ac-
tions of despair. The effects on law would have
been unthinkable until recently. There has
been a development of an international hege-
monic law in which the United States holds a
particular position. This challenges conven-
tional international law and has had a wreck-
ing effect on international law. The US has
become increasingly attracted to unilateralism.
It has wrecked international legal instruments
such as International Criminal Court. It has

justified this as a normal exercise of state sov-
ereignty. However it has used a series of bi-lat-
eral treaties to go far beyond that. Under the
Rome Treaty governing the International
Criminal Court there is provision for making
bi-lateral arrangements. The US has put pres-
sure on states such as the EU Accession States
to try and get them to enter into bi-lateral
arrangements. Tony Blair has led the campaign
inside the EU to allow this to take place.

If you look around today there are more
statesmen and women on trial accused of war
crimes than in any time in history. You only
have to look at the International Criminal Tri-
bunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda as well the
Pinochet litigation in the United Kingdom. The
US wants to wreck that process. It has also not
signed the Landmines Convention and the

pârticularly poignant in the context
demands placed upon Iraq.

have widened the scope of
law of self-defence. Al-Qaeda
was operating openly in

the US it was impli-
in 91L1. The US also

that Iraq is im-
plicated in 9111,. However
the rnost that they can
point to, is that perhaps a
member of Al-Qaeda met
a member of the Iraqi se-
curity forces. The US

This is
of the

tlons
the

The US has also challenged the existing
Geneva Conventions on the Law of tùüar. It is
clear why they do not
want to apply
these Conven-
tions to Guan-

illegal acts. Combatânts are com-
batants. However the US has simply
repeated the mantra that there is such
a category as illegal combatant. If
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by Glairc Bostock

n behalf of the Haldane Society of Socialist
Lawyers, I attended a conference organised
by the Palestine Solidarity Campaign in
London on 3Oth November last year entitled
''!lhat Future for Palestine? International
Conference on Sanctions and Divestment.'

The audience was broad based, perhaps a reflection of the
fact that a wide group of people support the Palestinian
struggle against occupation. Through intelligent, informa-
tive and interesting lectures, panel discussions, the comments
of the Chair, the reading of poems (two of which appear
here) and audience participation, the case for the Palestine
people was put in the strongest possible terms. This article
summarises how that case was put.

ïhe South African eompar¡son
Ronnie Kasrils gave the first lecture at the conference, Mr
Kasrils is the minister of water and forestry in South Africa.
He was a member of the ANC and at the forefront of the
anti-apartheid campaign in South Africa. It was hardly sur-
prising that Mr Kasrils' lecture drew upon the South African

experience, a theme which has been addressed in the media
as well as academic texts.

In his lecture, Mr Kasrils fiercely criticised the Israeli
treatment of the Palestinian people. Mr Kasrils began by
condemning the notion that any Israel critics are automati-
cally anti-Semitic, which he fiercely denied being. He de-
clared, "what we went through in South Africa is a picnic
in comparison to what the Palestinian people are now suf-
fering. "

Mr Kasrils identified similarities between the inhumane
treatment of black South Africans under the apartheid
system and the Palestinians by the Israeli State. His reference
points included land dispossession, democracy and oppres-
sion. \ùíith reference to land dispossession, Mr Kasrils indi-
cated that through "the barrel of a gun and other devious
means 87 percent of land in South Africa during apartheid
came under the control of the whites." A similar postion can
be found in "Biblical Palestine where 78 percent of the land
is under the control of the Israelis and in the'llest Bank
where 22 percent of the land is occupied." As regards
democrac¡ he made his point by reminding us that in

apartheid South Africa, it was the Afrikaners who had the
vote, not the Africans; in Israel, it is the Israelis and not the
Palestinians. Concerning the respective oppression of two
peoples, he spoke of the sieges and curfews imposed upon
the Palestinians by the Israel Government which last "for
months on end," and noted "even in South Africa, we never
had curfews, sieges and round ups in the townships. Our
sieges and curfews lasted for 24 hours."

Mr Kasrils suggested that the international community is
further behind in expressing outrage and taking action
against Israel than it was against the apartheid government
in South Africa. This feature of the International commu-
nity's inadequâte response to Israel has been further ex-
pounded in an article he co-wrote with the conference Chair,
Victoria Brittain, entitled 'No room for justice', published
in The Guardian on 2tst December last year. Mr Kasrils
ended his lecture by imploring the audience, the world and
the Palestinian people to draw inspiration from the South
African experience and continue the struggle for freedom in
Palestine. His closing words were: "I am convinced that
Palestine will be free."

"The General's Propert/ by Samih Al-Qasim
(To Ariel Sharon)
A flower vase on the general's table
Five roses in the vase
The general's tank has five mouths
Under the tank a boy of five, a rose
A boy and five stars adorn the general's shoulder
ln his vase five boys and a rose
Under his tank five roses and five boys
The tank has countless mouths

A view from Ramallah
Dr Mustafa Barghouthi, Secretary General of the Palestine
National Initiative and head of the Health, Development
and Information Institute, Ramallah, gave the second lec-
ture at the conference. A resident of Ramallah, Dr Bargh-
outhi focussed upon everyday life in the occupied territories.

Dr Barghouthi began by referring to a lack of knowledge
by the world community of events "on the ground" in Pales-
tine. He appeared to suggest two reasons for this. First, he
blamed an international effort by "Israel and the 'West to
black out what is happening on the ground". Secondl¡ he
blamed "official incompetence in Palestine" in failing to ex-
plain "the facts" to the world.

Dr Barghouthi then gave these facts to the audience. He
told us that 2038 Palestinians have been killed (19 percent
of whom were children and 85 percent civilians) since the
start of the second Intifada, which has become widely
known as the Al-Aqsalntifada, commencing on 28th Sep-
tember 2000 and 25th November 2002..We were informed
that, during the same period, 42,000 Palestinian people have
been injured, 383 of whom were children. Dr Barghouthi
stated that in Palestine, where there is a population of 3.3
million people, approximately three Palestinians are killed
each day. Dr Barghouthi stated that this figure would be the
equivalent to 56 people per day in the UK,263 people in US
anð.1,,21,9 in China.

Dr Barghouthi then referred to "four processes" insti-
gated by the Israeli state: "full occupation, siege and curfew,
ferocious settlement expansion and the construction of a
new apârtheid," In that context, he talked about "a strat-
egy" on the part of the Israeli State "to destroy the Palestin-
ian State and its people."

Dr Barghouthi developed this theme by referring to the Is-
raeli checkpoints and how they have effectively partitioned
the land and caused the death of at least 77 Palestinians who
died as a result of not being able to pass through the check-
points in order to gain access to health care. He noted that
24-hour curfews have been in place for over 160 days and
that the severe poverty in Palestine combined with the de-
struction of the health care and education systems were all
having an obvious effect on the Palestinian people. Dr Bargh-
outhi told us that in Palestine 11 schools have been com-
pletely destroyed by the Israeli army. He went on to state
that 1,700 Palestinians are held in "administrative deten-
tion," that is to say without arrest or charge, and that some
of the detainees have been held for over three years. He also
observed that Israel controlled the water and electricity sup-
plies to Palestine and that both of these are extremely scarce
resources in Palestine.

Dr Barghouthi then referred to, keeping to his theme of
the destruction of the Palestinian people, a "policy" of as-
sassination and he explained that 160 Palestinians have been
assassinated since the second Intifada by the Israeli army.
Israel, he claimed, is "our jur¡ judge and executioner."

Dr Barghouthi then referred to "the construction of â
new apartheid: the building of the wall." The wall, which
has recently been widely reported in the western media, is to
be eight to 12 metres high, 30 to 100 metres wide and 350
kilometres in length. This wall is not being built on the bor-
ders but inside the\ùØest Bank. Dr Barghouthi described the
effect of the wall by stâting that: "it is enclaving, towns, vil-
lages and cities; it is denying people freedom of movement;

I

T

Asinpleplea from
a mørcher on the
massiue Pal¿stinian
demonstrati.on
øgainst Israeli
occuþ.ttion in
Londan lastMay
(also pictuted ouer)

Ronnie Kasri.ls
sþeaÞing at the
PSC conference
Picture: PSC,
wwl-.palestine
solidarity org
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it is destroying homes and properties and people are being
uprooted âs â consequence of its construction." Dr Bargh-

outhi explained that the construction of wall has led to the
"destruction of the last remaining food bank in the ìlest
Bank" in that, olive trees, some over 1,000 years old, have
been destroyed. Dr Barghouthi explained to us the cultural
implications of the loss of the olive tress to the Palestinian
people and he explained to us that Palestinians feel humili-
ated now that they have to,purchase olive oil.

Dr Barghouthi movingly declared: "This occupation is a
cancer which is eating the lives of the Palestinians and the Is-
raelis". He reminded the audience thatT00Israelis have died
since the start of the second Intifada. Dr Barghouthi con-
cluded his lecture by stating there is "only one wây forward
for a truly democratic Palestinian state: end the occupation,
dismantle the settlements, stop building settlements and stop
building Israel's Berlin wall." His message from the Pales-
tine people to the audience and the world: "'!7e need your
support." His message to Israel: "There is nothing to be
proud about being the last colonial power in history." And
his parting words to the audience, which responded with a

standing ovation: "Nothing will break our will."

A view from America
Dr Nancy Murray gave the third lecture. Dr Murray is the
former director of the Middle East Justice Network and a
member of the Boston Coalition for Palestinian Rights. She
is the author of Palestine: Life Under Occupation. Dr
Murray's lecture focused upon the rationâle for the Bush ad-

¡l Have Witnessed the Massacre'
by Mahmound Darrrrrish
I have witnessed the massacre
I am a vìctim of a map
I am the son of plain words
I have seen pebbles flying
I have seen dew drops as bombs
When they shut the gates of my heart on me
Built barricades and imposed a curfew
My heart turned into an alley
lVy ribs ìnto stones
And carnations grew
And carnations grew

ministration's widely acknowledged pro-Israeli approach to
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Dr Murray also examined
events in America as regards Palestinian rights.

Dr Murra¡ although recognising that the US's pro-Israel
approach pre-d,ates9lLt, began by setting in context the post
9/11 renewed pro-Israeli approach to the conflict. The media
has in fact widely reported this. She outlined how and why
9/11 re-doubled the US Government's open support of
Sharon. Dr Murray explained that the response to the ter-
rorist attacks in the US could be viewed as an immediate and
"rapid consolidation of a military state." The "very hostile
climate" had led Bush to take the view that "Christians and
Jews," are fighting "Muslim terrorism " together. Sharon,
Dr Murray stated, had provided the blueprint of how to re-
spond to terrorism; Bush was following that blueprint.

Dr Murray asserted that in foreign policy terms, the US
and Israel have become "one country." She explained that
this concept, that is to say a single approach to terrorism or-
chestrated by Sharon and Bush, has overtaken America, the
consequence being a shift in the spectrum of entire discourse
to the right. She then identified that the lack of proper media
analysis and scrutiny has compounded the problem fuelling
a lack of understanding of terrorism on the part of the Amer-
ican people as well as a lack of understanding of the Pales-
tinian cause. In previous work, Dr Murray has also
attributed the American pro-Israeli policy to the ineffective-
ness of the PLO in telling the Palestinian story and failing to
activate empathy for the Palestinian cause. Her work has
also criticised a weak international solidarity movement as
contributing to the US's ability to pursue it's unilateral policy
of support for Israel.

Notwithstanding the general hegemony of the US's sup-
port of Israel, Dr Murray informed us that there is a vocal
minority in the US who challenged it by the use, for exam-
ple of internet campaigns, divestment campaigns, public
meeting as well as robust pro-Palestinian demonstrations.
Dr Murray spoke in support of sanctions and boycotts
against Israel. Dr Murray referred to the "new energy" of the
groups working for Palestinian rights in America. 'We were
told, however, that much was happening to stop the "dis-
sent" and we were reminded of the hardball tactics used such
as the crirninalisation of protestors labelled in the US as "do-
mestic terrorists."

Dr Murray did not refer directly to the anti apartheid

by Paul Foot
photographs in

the newspapers last
November showing all 15
members of the UN
security council voting
unanimously for the US-

UK resolution on Iraq reminded me
of a similar picture that dominated
my parents'home for a decade. My
father, Hugh Foot, later Lord
Caradon, was for most of his life a
colonial servânt. He helped to haul
down the Union Jack in Nigeria,
where he was chief secretar¡ and in
Jamaica and Cyprus, where he was
governor. By far his proudest

, achievement was as UK
representative to the UN in 7967
when he managed, after five months
of delicate and dedicated negotiation,
to persuade all 15 members of the
security council to vote for resolution
242.He had the photograph of the
vote framed, and it sat proudly on his
desk until he died ]n 7990.

Resolution 242 reÍened to the
seizure and occupation in the 7967
six-day war by Israeli military forces
of lots of other countries' land
inhabited in the main by Palestinians.
Resolution 242 called for the
"withdrawal of Israel's armed forces
from territories occupied in the recent
conflict", The terms of the resolution
have been hotly debated ever since.

Clever pro-Israeli lawyers
observe that the word "all"

does not appear in the
text before the words

interpretation" of the resolution. He
cites as an example a notice in a park
that "dogs must be kept on a lead",
and asks whether this could be taken
to mean "some dogs must be kept on
alead", or whether it means what it
says - "all dogs must be kept on a
lead". fle interprets 242 i¡ the
context of its preamble that
emphasises the "inadmissibility of the
acquisition of territory by war". After
an analysis of the contributions to the
UN debate on the resolution,
including my father's, he concludes
that the resolution meant what it
said: that Israeli forces should be
withdrawn from the territories they
occupied in the six-day war: the'West
Bank of Jordan, the Golan heights
and a large part of Jerusalem.

How does the reaction to
resolution 242 comparc with the one
passed on lraq? The Iraq resolution
has been pursued with furious haste.
Weapons inspectors are in Iraq and if
there is the slightest even momentary
hesitation on behalf of the Iraqi
government, everyone assumes that
war will follow. Resolution 242, on
the other hand, has been passed for
35 years. For all that time it has been
contemptuously ignored by the Israeli
government. What conclusion can we
draw from this comparison?

Some international lawyers argue
that the Iraq resolution is passed
under chapter VII of the UN charter
and therefore requires prompt action,
while resoluti on 242 does not. But
why not? Why is the demand for
Israeli withdrawal not backed up
with a threat of force? As President
Bush himself put it in his speech to
the UN general assembly last l2th
September: "Are security council
resolutions to be honoured or cast
aside without consequence?" The real
argument behind the double standard
seems to be this: unanimous UN
resolutions assisting US oil
imperialism will be enforced with the
most ruthless military rigour, while
unanimous UN resolutions directed
against states friendly to the US will
be ignored. Whether that is what the
founders of the UN had in mind is
not clear. What is clear is that
whatever happens in Iraq, Palestine is
still the issue.
I First published inThe Guardiøn,

movement or the American Civil Rights Movement but her
call for "Palestinian solidarity" seemed to be inspired by
both. Her concluding remarks focussed on the need to con-
tinue the struggle for freedom in Palestine.

An historical peÉpect¡ve and panel discussions
Dr Naseer Aruri, a Palestinian writer and campaigner, pro-
vided the fourth and final lecture. In 10 rninutes, sadly not
enough time for such a significant and complex topic, Dr
Aruri gave a history of the region and summarised the evo-
lution of US-Israel relations to date.

The panel discussion then followed. Each panellist spoke
about his or her experiences as well as his or her views of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Veronica Dunn, past president of
UNISON drew upon her personal experiences gained during
a trip to the'!Øest Bank and she encouraged anybody who
had an opportunity to go to Palestine to do so. Anas Altikriti,
representing the Muslim Association of Britain, spoke about
a campaign for peace and harmony in the Middle East. Pro-
fessor Rose, professor of biology at the Open Universiry ad-
vocated sânctions and boycotts against Israel. Greta
Duisenberg, from the Netherlands Stop the Occupation Cam-
paign, spoke of a need to develop an EU contribution to the
Palestinian cause which she is hoping to achieve from her
base in ttre Netherlands. Nicholas Blincoe, writer and boycott
campaigner, spoke in favour of a cultural boycott against
Israel as a means of promoting the Palestinian cause, Rafael
Rhaqi, a Parisian student, told us about how he and other
student volunteers in France are working alongside Palestin-
ian students who, as result of the blockades, are unable to
communicate freely from campus to campus; the aim of his
campaign he informed us is to breakdown the isolation of
Palestinian Universities from each other. Kristin Stuide, a stu-
dent from Lebanon, spoke about the campaign in Lebanon in
support of the Palestinian people. And finall¡ The Rev. Garth
Hewitt, Director of the Amos Trust, spoke in support on a
non-violent campaign in support of the Palestinian cause as

well as boycotts: cultural, sport, economic and academic.

Gonclusions
Critics undoubtedly will accuse the conference organisers
and participants of bias. In addition, those who expected a
completely uncritical support for the Palestine leadership or
strategy may have been disappointed. As regards Israel, it is
the case that many well respected international organisa-
tions, including Human Rights rü(/atch, Amnesty Interna-
tional, the International Committee of the Red Cross and
the United Nations Commission on F{uman Rights, have
published reports condemning Israeli activities in the occu-
pied territories and stating that all significant Israel activities
in the area are in breach of International law. Many activist
groups have also condemned Israeli activity in Palestine, in-
cluding Al-Awda: The Palestine Right to
Return Coalition, American-Arab Anti-Dis-
crimination Committee, Bat Shalom, Gush
Shalom, and the Palestine Center for Rap-
prochement Between People. Respected aca-

St¡ llwaiti ngfor
number 242

DrMustafa
Barghouti
Picture: PSC,
wü1¡/ palestine
solidarity,org
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"territories
occupied"; and that
therefore the
resolution leaves it
open to Israeli forces
to withdraw only
from "some", not all,
of the occupied

territories. So I

demics, inc
Edward !L

am Chomsky and
also openly con-

demned Israeli activity in the area. As re-
gards the Palestinian Authority, its
continuing difficulties are also well docu-

luding No
Said, have

mented; one only needs
this issue was addressed,

to look at how
not without con-

troversy, at the recent meeting in London or-
ganised by the British Government.

In the event, the purpose of the conference
was to raise the issue of justice for the Palestin-
ian people, which without a doubt was achieved
and without which it is well recognised and ac-
cepted there can be no peace in the region, I
Further information about the Palestine
Solidarity Campaign can be obtained at
ww t u.þ ale stine camp ai gn. or g
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Criminal Justice Bill is a major piece of pro-
posed legislation that will have huge effects on
the arrest, detention, bail, trial and sentence of
those suspected, accused and convicted of crime.
The rationale is to be found in the white paper
'Justice for All'. Using the well-worn image of the

scales ofjustice it is claimed that the changes are needed "to
rebalance the justice system in favour of victims, witnesses
and communities". In so doing it seems that the government
believe that this should be done by letting them fall against
defendants and their interests.

The proposals have to be seen in the context of previous
unsuccessful attempts by this administration to curtail jury
trial. In spite of comments made by the government to the
contrary, there is clearly some hostility shown towards the
concept of a trial system in which ordinary members of the
public play a key role. A concern must be that these pro-
posals could be the first step towards the wholesale abolition
of trial by jury on grounds of "modernisation". This is de-

h demonstrating public en-
reduction of trial by jury.

t over 80 percent trust juries
to come to the right decisions, believe that a fairer trial re-
sults from a trial by a jury than a judge alone and sây thar
the quality of the system is better when it includes juries as
often as possible (see Views On Trial By Jury: The British
Public Takes The Stand, January 2002, research conducted
by SWR \Øorldwide commissioned by The Bar Council, The
Law Society and The Criminal Bar Association).

On the application of the prosecution at a preliminary
hearing, trial without a jury could be ordered by a judge in
complex or lengthy cases involving financial evidence and
cases in which there is a real and present danger of jury tam-
pering. The defence will also be able to apply for a trial by
a judge alone whatever the charge faced.

af Gomplex Or Lengthy Gases (cl.37l
In the white paper the government's justification for the abo-
lition of trial by jury in these cases wâs two fold. The first
reason advanced was thaf a small number of serious and
complex fraud trials placed a huge strain and time commit-
ment on potential jurors thus making it not possible to find
â representative sample. Granted that there may be difficul-
ties getting people from all walks of life to sir on a jury for
several months. In fact this is recognised in the bill by re-
ducing exemptions from jury service so that more will serve.
Yet the solution is one that shows that makes it hard to
accept that this is a genuine concern. It is to have just one
person trying the case, a judge, who many might feel is the
last person likely to reflect the values of ordinary members
of society. The second argument put forward was that "the
full criminality of such a fraud is not always exposed" due

cope. No evidence has been revealed to back this up. Further
it is said "there are risks of a double standard between easy
to prosecute 'blue collar' crime and difficult to prosecute
'white collar' crime". From this should it be inferred that
the belief is that juries are really too stupid ro understand
these cases and unjustifiably acquit too many guilty fraud-
sters? It is understood that over the last three years the Seri-
ous Fraud Office's conviction rate runs at an impressive 86
percent, a figure which does not support this position.

The government suggested that the reforms would annu-

In ruling on this issue it will have to be decided if the com-
plexity and/or length is either likely to be "so burdensome"
to a jury that it is in the interests of justice to dispense with
it or likely "to place an excessive burden upon rhe life of a
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Andrcw Katzen examines the measures that will remove
trial by jury despite widespread unease over consequences
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John Hendy QC, Chairman of the
lnstitute of Employment Rights - an
independent charity specialising in
employment law - and its Director,
Garclyn Jones, outline the main
points of 'A Charter of Workers Rights'

UK Government is currently reviewing its
trade union and employment legislation, most
particularly the effectiveness of its Employment
Relations Lct, \999. At the same time, the Lord

The United Nations Charrer proclaims that:
we the peoples of the United Nations determined to...

vancement of all peoples.
It demands "universal respect for, and observance of,

human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without dis-

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights 1966 states at the outset that ¿.the ideal of
free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and want

adopted across the civilised world.

nipotent master is in complete dominance over the cowed
and subordinated servant - a notion which continues to in-

employer thinking. Such an em-
not just antiquely grotesque, it is
ic. The Conservarive laws which

funding the profiteers.
On the other hand the Charter should not be addressed

to transient needs. It should be as absolute as it can bemade. must be true and relevantwhate mic cycle or the political
compl

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cul-
tural Rights, L966; the European Social Charter of 7961,
(revised t996\; the EU Charter on the Social Rights of
'Workers of 1989; the EU Charter of Fundamental Human
Rights of 2000. They are found in the Conventions and
Recommendations of the International Labour Organisa-
tion and its Declaration of Fundamental Principles and
Rights at llork of 7999; and the OECD Declararion on In-
ternational Investment and Multinational Enterpris es 797 6.

It will be seen that though some of these sources are long
standing others are very modern indeed, as is the UK's en-
dorsement of them.

The Constitution of the International Labour Organisa-
tion, established in 1919 begins with three fundamentals:
. universal and lasting peace cân be established only if it is

based upon social justice;
. conditions of labour exist involving such injustice, hard-

ship and privation to large numbers of people as to pro-
duce unrest so great that the peace and harmony of the
world are imperilled; and an improvement of those con-
ditions is urgently required; as, for example, by the regu-
lation of the hours of work, including the establishment of
a maximum working day and week, the regulation of the
labour suppl¡ the prevention of unemployment, the pro-
vision of an adequate living wage, the protection of the
worker against sickness, disease and injury arising out of
his employment, the protection of children, young per-

sons and womgl, provision fo¡ old age anð, injur¡
...recognition of the principle of freedom of association,
...and other measures;

. the failure of any nation to adopt humane conditions of
labour is an obstacle in the way of other nations which
desire to improve the conditions in their own countries.
The ILO Declaration of Philadelphta, 1.944 reaffirmed

the fundamental principles of the ILO and, in particular, that:
(a) labour is not a commodity;
(b) freedom of expression and of association are essential

to sustained progress;
(c) poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity

everywhere;
ãt

and

iår i
ge to all in need of
of the right of col-

The ILO's Declaration of Fundamental principles and
Rights. at \Xlork 1'999 included the fundamental þroposi-
tions that:

economic growth is essential but not sufficient to ensure
equit¡ social progress and the eradication of poverty, con-
firming the need for the ILO to promore strong sociáÍ poli-
cies, justice and democratic institutions;

labour movement. It is hoped that the policy ideas contained
in the report will inform the current reviews and go some
way to bringing UK legislation back in line with inrerna-
tional standards.

JohnHenþ

Aboue:'Otgaûse
tbe City' - *adc
ønionists
leafletiøg to raise
awateness of
employtæntdgbts
and at the same
time increasing
the profile of *ade
uttions iø the City
oflnrdon, The
caøpaign is
backedby
AMICUS,CWU,
GMB,TGWU,
UNIFI atd.
USDAWMeeting international standards

A Charte¡ of lØorkers' Rights should not be controversial -
ât least âmongst workers, trade unionists and those who
have studied international labour law The Charter will be
founded on fundamental values. These values are not
plucked out of the air, rather they are derived from well es-
tablished and numerous international law documents which
have been ratified by the UK.

The internationâl instruments (as the lawyers refer to
them) which contain labour laws and the social values and
purposes which underpin them include: the United Nations
Charter and the UN Declaration of Human Rights 1948;

One vital principle which must be central to any )

FEsPEcf at Wor[

./oin a UNION
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'Síorkers' Charter is the right to collective bargaining. The
restoration of collective bargaining is the central means of
achieving a balance of power, democracS participation, jus-

tice and dignity in the workplace. The changes to labour
law over the last twenty or so yeârs have seriously under-
mined collective bargaining to the extent that the UK now
has the lowest proportion of its workforce on collectively
bargained conditions of any country in the EU. This means

that millions of workers have no input whatsoever into their
terms and conditions of employment.

The essential restoration of effective collective bargaining
involves a lot of detailed law. Not only the well understood
need for modifications to the UK's statutory recognition pro-
cedure, but other legal changes are entailed, such as: the in-
stitutionalising of national level, industry-wide, collective
bargaining, the restoration of the Fair'\ùíages Resolution, ap-
plying collective agreements to other employers in the indus-
try and region, giving collective agreements primacy over
individualised contracts of employment, the right to sec-

ondary action to compel collective âgreements to be observed,
and so on. The legal mechanisms needed to make the right to
collective bargaining a reality âre too detailed for the Char-
ter but they need to be borne in mind when drafting it.

Finall¡ ss if it is simply re-
garded as a dentifythe legal and
òther tools ) to ensure that the
Charter rights are effective and can be enforced. One of the
main problems with the international standards referred to
above is that many of them whilst ratified by the UK âre not
enforceable and are merely paid lip-service by successive gov-
ernments. The international laws which the UK has ratified
(and it has a good record on ratification) must be imple-
mented in our national laws so that workers can enjoy their
protection and enforce them against employers who seek to
gain competitive advantage by adopting lower standards
than in other countries.

by making international trade and
international trade agreements
conditional on international
labour standards. But a first step,
must be the implementation of
these standards in the UK.

O A Charter of Workers' Bights
(Edited by Keith Ewing and
John Hendy, QC) is available
from the lnstitute of Employment
Rights, 177 Abbeville Road,
London SW4 gRL. Tel: 020
7498 6919. Price Ê12.00, Order
on the website: www.ier.org.uk

A Gharter of Wor{<ers' Rights
3 non'discrimination
Every worker has the right
not to be discriminated
against and to be treated
with equality in equivalent
circumstances.

2 health and salety
Every worker has the right
to a safe and healthy
working environment,

I dignity and fair
torms
Every worker has the right
to dignity at work, to a fair
wage and to just
conditions of work.
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How to deve op aCharter of Workers' Rig hts

Government's review of the Employment Re-
lations Act, 1999 is currently underway. As are
consultation procedures around the Information
and Consultation Directive, the Temporary
Workers Directive, the Agency'Workers Direc-
tive and the European proposals for the exten-

the role of trade unions in the workplace. In a modern so-
cietg it is argued, there should be no questioning or resent-
ment towards workers fully participating in rule-making
processes. Indeed workers should be positively encouraged
to get actively involved in decisions which significantly
impact on their lives. It is the workers who best understand
how sites and services operâte to maximum performance.
'Whether it is in health, education, transport or the fireser-
vice - the best way to modernise a service is to ask those at
the frontline of delivery how the service could best be im-
proved. One of the main objectives of the Charter is there-
fore to consider how to promote effective procedures for
collective bargaining at local, sectoral and national levels.

The Charter also discusses proposals for extending rights
of representation both individually and collectively. It sug-
gests methods of simplifying and improving the recognition
procedures and suggests the introduction of an unfair
labour practices clause. It looks at the duties of ACAS and
the role of contract compliance measures in promoting col-
lective bargaining structures.

Similarly the Charter highlights the need for wider free-
doms for workers to act together for mutual support as a
prime means by which the imbalance of power between
worker and employer can be addressed. To this end, the
Charter makes a number of recommendations including
simplifying and extending the right to strike, suspending the
contract of employment during disputes (a practice common
throughout Europe), simplification of the balloting provi-
sions, the right to take solidarity action and to peaceful as-
sembly at any workplace and the removal of the use of
injunctions without full trial.

lnternational Standards
The Charter and more particularly the summary which ac-
companies it clearly identifies those many international
human rights treaties, principles and standards which the
UK has voluntarily ratified (and in some cases recently reaf-
firmed) but which we increasingly breach. (see accompany-
ing article by John Hend¡ QC) The book argues that these
laws should be implemented into domestic law in a similar
wây as the European Convention on Human Rights was
transposed into UK law through the Human Rights Act,
'1,998,In that way workers can enjoy their protection and
enforce them against employers who seek to gain competi-
tive advantage by intensification of work rather thân
through investment and innovation. I

9 unlon
roplesentation
Every worker has the right
of individual and collective
representation by a trade
union, including the right to
collective bargaining and
to participate in decisions
at work.

lO offgctlve lemedles
Every worker has the right,
from the outset of his or her
employment, to effective
remedies to enforce his or
her rights, including
adequate rights for
workers' representatives to
inspect and to obtain
information.

sion of p crimination. \Ùlork is also being
done on ents to the TUPE Regulations
and the ulations as well as the thorny
issue of employment status and entitlement to statutory em-
ployment rights.- 

Such activity suggests that employment law is high up
get? Has
the past
position
st hours,

for the lowest pay with the fewest rights and the shortest
holidays in'Western Europe?

\(iill the possible amend
bring us in compliance with
One would hope so, Britain's

f those obligations, most re-
and the European Court of
suggestions, however, that
a further layer of anti-strike

to the firefighters claim for fair pay
lify our laws. Such a move would no
condemnation from the ILO for the

complex nature of our strike laws and our failure to protect
basic rights of freedom of association.

lndividual and collective rights at work
In a timely and authoritative report, the Institute of Em-

idea that we can rely on mânagement prerogative delivering
a 'trickle-down' concept of fairness is rejected. Rather the
book promotes new or improved rights on issues including
working-time, training, health and safet¡ all aspects of
equality (race, sex, disabilit¡ sexualit¡ religion and age)

transfer rights, protections for those facing redundancy or
unfair dismissal and a section on pensions.

But the emphasis of the work is on collective rights and

Caroþnlones

"l hoþe this
Charter uill be
øideþ read and.
disøssed. iø the
tuad¿ union
nouementin
coming months as
we continue our
campaign for
Fairness atVorþ"
-TUC Gen¿ral
Secretary lohn
MonÞs,from his
Foreuordto
A Charter of
Workers Rights

Qtr:
NÃ

rt
4lob security
Every worker has the right
to security of employment
(whether in relation to
closures, redundancies,
transfers or otherwise).

5 ¡ncome securit¡l
Every worker has the right
to fair income security in
retirement, sickness and
unemployment.

6 union membership
Every worker has the right
to form and join a trade
union for the protection of
his or her occupational,
social and economic
interests, and not to be
discriminated against on
grounds of union
membership, parficipating
in union activities, or union
representation.

7 union autonomy
Every trade union has the
right to uphold its own
rule-book, to spend its
funds and to conduct ¡ts
activities including
industrial action in
accordance with its rules,
free from employer and
state interference.

S lndustrial action
Every worker has the right
to take industrial action for
the protection of his or her
occupational, social and
economic interests (or
those of any other worker)
without being in breach of
contract, and without
threat of dismissal or
discrimination.
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This government should be standing up to the media-fuelled
hysteria over asylum seekers but their latest Asylum Act,
argues Sadat Sayeed, plays into the hands of the racists

,

he new Nationalit¡ Immigration
and Asylum Act 2002, is a dra-
conian piece of legislation that is
being labelled as "the largest over-
haul of immigration and asylum
for 30 years". It continues the gov-

seek to penalise those asylum seekers who fail
to 'cooperate'with procedures. For example,
support may be refused if the Secretary of State
is not satisfied that an asylum seeker has
claimed asylum as soon as reasonably practi-
cable after his or her arrival in the UK. This
provision will undoubtedly penalise those who
genuinely wish to claim asylum but are un-
aware of the procedures. For those working in
asylum, experience has shown that many
claimants need guidance from those in their
community or legal representatives before
seeking asylum, and this is more often than
not, not available immediately on entry.

The Act continues the expansion of the im-
migration detention estâte, and is inspired by
David Blunkett's desire for an "end to end"
asylum process. The Act allows the Secretary

of State to detain all asylum seekers, except
unaccompanied minors for up to 14 days. This
power will be used to detain large numbers of
asylum seekers in euphemistically named "in-
duction centres", and has been given the green
light by the House of Lords who held in the
"Oakington" case that the detention of
asylum seekers for administrative purposes is
lawful, both under domestic law as well as the
European Convention on Human Rights. Fur-
ther, what were once called "detention cen-
tres" have now been more menacingly
renamed as "removal centres", and detainees
can be held at these centres even if they are still
awaiting either a decision on their claim or an
appeal. The Act also gives "detainee custody
officers", i.e. Securicor/Group 4 employees
(who are not subject to PACE), the power to
enter private premises by force, in order to
search for a detainee and then remove him or
her to a removal centre.

The Act seeks to exclude refugees from
Convention protection if they have been con-
victed of a crime and sentenced to two or more

ernment's depressing slide towards the in-
creasing penalisation of asylum seekers, and
solidifies in law much of the racist undercur-
rent that has characterised the Daily Mailhys-
teria that has surrounded immigration and
asylum. Along with many of the recent and in-
creasingly regressive decisions being handed
down by the higher courts, the new Act con-
tinues the alarming trend of the UK finessing
its obligations under the 1951 Refugee Con-
ventron.

The Act contains a number of controversial
changes to nationality law. It creates a formal
citizenship ceremony at which new citizens
must sweâr an oath of allegiance to the Queen
as well pledge their loyalty to the UK. How-
eve! most worrying is the Secretary of State's
sweeping power to deprive British citizens (in-
cluding those born here) of their nationaliry if
he is satisfied the person "has done anything
seriously prejudicial to the vital interest of the
UI( or a British overseas territorv". This is a

White u,,orking class people can
support asylum seekers - so u,Iry

notNeu Labour?

l
oo years of imprisonment. The Secretary of State

can also, by statutory instrument, exclude
' someone who is convicted of a specified

Ð
lI
o
Øo
l
O
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frighteningly vague phrase. It can only apply
to dual nationâls (it cannot make someone
stateless), and would therefore seem to be

offence (even if it did not attract a sen-
tence of two years). This blanket pro-
vision is a clear misinterpretation of

the exclusion clauses under the Refugee
aimed at immigrants who have subse-
quently naturalised and also to British born
citizens of non-UK descent.

The new support provisions of the Act

Convention and is contrary to
UNHCR advice.

Appeal rights and judicial
review have also suffered under )
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Þ the new Act. The Act sees the re-introduction
of the "'White List" - this list contains the ten
EU candidate accession states - any asylum
claim from one of these states will usually be
certified as "clearly unfounded". The upshot
of such a certificate is to deny the asylum
seeker an in country appeal, and gives the im-
migration authorities the all clear to execute
speedy removal. The asylum seeker will have
the right to appeal from abroad, but this right
of appeal is in fact more illusory than real. The
removal of this appeal right is a direct result of
pressure on the UK government to recognise
the supposed safety of the countries who are
being brought into the "European family". It
is further, specifically aimed at the Roma who
originate from many of these former Eastern
bloc states. Anyone who is familiar with the
plight of Roma in these countries will instantly
recognise that this will put many Roma at risk
of further persecution. The Roma continue to
be the victims of violent racism in these acces-
sion states and the authorities in those coun-
tries in turn continue to turn a blind eye to
such persecution. This new provision makes
the UK complicit in that persecution.

Alarminglg the Act sees the removal of ju-
dicial review for refusals of leave to the Im-
migration Appeal Tribunal. Judicial review is
replaced with "statutory review", which con-
sists of a High Court judge determining an ap-
plication on paper only. His decision is final
with no right appeal to the Court of Appeal.
This is a hugely punitive measure, which
again seeks to starve asylum seekers of the
right to have the often flawed findings of the
immigration courts reviewed properly by a
High Court judge in full judicial review pro-
ceedings. Practitioners in this area know all
too well that the right to renew a judicial
review application orally before a High Court
judge is crucial. History has shown that many
of the seminal decisions in refugee law in this
country, started their lives by being dismissed
on the papers by a High Court judge. Further,
when one considers the regrettably poor qual-
ity of decision making that often takes place
in the Immigration Appellate Authorit¡ this
new provision will create a bottleneck of in-
justice against which there will be no proper
remedy.

Outlined above are just some of the sweep-
ing powers that this act gives to the immigra-
tion authorities. Hand in hand with this,
comes â further erosion of the right of asylum
seekers to have their claims assessed and scru-
tinised properly by independent judges. The
halcyon days of giving asylum claims the most
anxious iudicial scrutiny now seem like a dis-
tant memory. Blunkett promised that he would
overhaul the asylum system and he has done
so, but in reality all he has done is to bow to
the racist anti-asylum seeker rhetoric that is
sweeping across Europe. Historically the UK
has had an admirable record of giving refuge
to those fleeing from persecution, however,
this piece of politically loaded legislation serves

only to show that this government is more
concerned with winning cheap votes than it is
about the fundamental rights of those who
seek safety on our shores.

Labour - shame on you.
O Sadat Sayeed is a barrister at Two Garden Court
Chambers

emand for redundant Parlia-
ment is lower than the stock

theatre is usually a matter of
minutes. On Wednesday I

turned the corner into Parliament Square and
stumbled on what looked like the first night
of a'llest End hit. Hundreds were piled up in
a queue. They can't be desperate to hear the
whispers of Iain Duncan Smith, I thought,
Prime Minister's Questions are over.

Lfter 20 minutes of sneaking forwards, I
reached the front and saw the cause of the
delay. The police were insisting on full body
scans. They followed up every beep from cov-
ered watches or buckles. ''\ùlorried about al-

Qaeda?' I asked as an officer shoved a probe
under my coat. It was far worse than that. The
mad were lobbying'Westminster, she replied.
The strictest security I've seen around Parlia-
ment was ordered to protect our representa-
tives from mentally ill constituents.

If the proposed Mental Health Bill becomes
law, the Government believes the cops will be
able to relax. It has been gripped by the delu-
sion that psychiatrists can identify who will be

a killer and lock them up before they strike'
At the moment, doctors can only incarcerate
those whose illnesses can be treated. If the De-
partment of Health and the Home Office have
their wa¡ people who can't be helped will be

imprisoned. The plain word for what the Gov-
ernment wants is internment. Just âs Arabs are

being held without trial because MIS thinks
they may be terrorists, but hasn't evidence
which would stand scrutiny in open court' so

the mentally ill will be imprisoned without
trial because psychiatrists think they may be

violent one day.
The usually fractious world of mental illness

has united to denounce Ministers' medical
Utopianism. Psychiatrists and psychologists
from rival schools have frankly admitted they
haven't the faintest idea who will be murder-
ous. Dr Tony Zigmond of the Royal College of

Psychiatrists has quantified his colleagues' ig-
norance. Even on the kindest âssumptions
about the reliability of predictions, 2,000
people will have to be incarcerated to prevent
one murder. At worst, that figure rises to 5,000.

His numbers give a hint of why New
Labour has aroused unanimous contempt. It is
pandering to the prejudice the police at Par-
liament displayed: the inchoate fear that the
mentally ill are one messâge from God away
from exploding with wild rage. It's a lie, as

Ministers should know. The Department of
Health established in 1.999 that of the 550 or
so homicides in England and\ùfales each year,

about 20 are committed by people with a psy-
chosis. It is safer, much safer, to walk unac-
companied through a psychiatric hospital than
pass a pub. But the Government is not propos-
ing the internment of drunks. It is merrily feed-
ing the fear that the 630,000 mentally ill
people in Britain are unexploded bombs.

Everyone is blaming gesture politicians for
the coming authoritarianism. Jack Straw, a

mâster of the debased art, promised to get
tough after Michael Stone was found guilty
the horrible murders of Lyn and Megan Rus-
sell. Stone's conviction is not to be trusted.
'\üíithout forensic evidence, the prosecution
relied on the tainted testimony of prisoners
who said Stone confessed to them while on
remand. One admitted taking money from the
tabloids. A second forced a retrial when he ad-
mitted lying under oath.'!fe may one day have
the bitterly comic knowledge that the greatest
change in mental health law in a century was
inspired by a miscarriage of justice. Yet the
joke is also on at least a few of the Govern-
ment's critics.

'llestern cultures are saturated with coun-
sellors.'\ùfhen granted prosperit¡ a substantial
minority responded not by helping others or
creating works of value and permanence, but
by ejaculating a geyser of selfish tears about
their trivial woes. Their belief that the human
condition could be reclassified as a sickness
and cured by buying pills and conversations

with strangers was indulged by the mental
health industry which ballooned on the pro-
ceeds of egoism.

The best example of the imperial claims of
psychiatry is the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), the
'bible' of the American Psychiatric Association

- and many psychiatrists around the world. It
has disorders for each and every one of us.
Herb Kutchins and Stuart A. Kirk, two scepti-
cal American academics, showed how the
DSM has turned everyday behaviour into
profitable illnesses. A busy executive com-
plains she can't sleep (Major Depressive Dis-
order). A man you last met at school confesses
he still has a grudge against you (Paranoid Per-
sonality Disorder). A wife says that after 10
years she no longer finds her husband the
raging stud he once was (Hypoactive Sexual
Desire Disorder). A columnist blubs that he
can't write a word without 40 Silk Cut and a

Addictive Person-
can't get her old
(Obsessive-Com-

). A colleague says
than with friends

(Schizoid Personality Disorder). This is a lim-
ited selection. The DSM's list of disorders runs
to 866 pages.

And that's just psychiatry. Phillip Hodson
of the British Association for Counselling 8c
Psychotherapy told me there were about 300
competing varieties of therapy in Britain - all
offering the promise that they know what is
wrong with you. Any fraud or dunce can be a

counsellor because, true to form, New Labour
ooming small business
the civil rights of the
ows how mâny coun-
he highest estimate is

that there are 200,000 billing unknown mil-
lions.

an identifiable illness, the absurd instruction
that psychiatrists pick out criminals before they
commit a crime sounds feasible. Ignorant de-
sires for something to be done about the negli-
gible threat of mad axemen are themselves a
form of selfishness. Politicians who know how
to play on insecurity caÍ BratiÍy people who
like to think they are ill by stigmatising and
bullying people who are all too ill.

'\ùlhen Ministers are asked what they think
they're doing, they sa¡ 'trust us. Only a few
people will be caught by the new law'.Dr Zig-
mond doesn't believe them. He predicts an ex-
plosion in coercive treatment. \íhat is being
proposed is a return to the compulsion of Vic-
torian Britain before the 1890 Lunacy Act lim-
ited the random cramming of the eccentric and
simple into asylums. At present, one social
worker and two doctors must agree before sec-
tioning a citizen. If, for instance, a disturbed
man's parents say they can look after him at
home, the professionals have the discretion not
to section. The Bill removes that discretion. If
symptoms persist, it says the man must be
taken before a tribunal, which also has no dis-
cretion, If he is sent to a hospital, the tribunal

"Any fraud or dunce
can be a counsellor
because, true to form,
New Labour refuses to
regulate this booming
small business sector
while tearing up the
civil rights of the
mentally ill"

can order psychiatrists to keep him in, when
doctors agree he has been cured. ''What are we
going to do with him then?' Zigmond asks.

Hundreds of thousands may be caught.
Suppose you tell a doctor you feel stressed. He
prescribes pills. You say you hate the thought
of drugs and want a counsellor. The doctor in-
sists. The Bill removes your right to oppose
him. You will be compelled to swallow your
pride and the recommended treatment.

Those psychiatrists who stay with the pro-
fession - many are threâtening to retire early -
will accelerate the trend to hyper-defensive
medicine. There has been a 60 per cent in-
crease in sectioning in the past decade, not, say
psychiatrists, because the population has got
noticeably madder, but because of the blame
culture. Doctors don't get criticised for the 999
patients they keep in, but the one they let out
who commits a crime.

'\ülith its enormous majority this adminis-
tration can ignore the protests of the 50 or-
ganisations which comprise the Mental Health
Alliance. Defeat will be inevitable unless they
are prepared to try a bold tactic.

'Whitehall wants to give everyone the right
to call an NHS trust and insist that its psychi-
atrists examine a cítizen you think is danger-
ous. The trust can't refuse, and I'm sure
rejected lovers and spiteful neighbours will
enjoy using this nark's power to the full. The
Alliance should warn that it will require the
'Westminster NHS Trust to examine Tony
Blair (Psychotic Delusions of Grandeur),
David Blunkett (Explosive Personality Disor-
der), Alan Milburn (Attention Deficit Disor-
der), Estelle Morris (Masochistic Personality
Disorder) and Gordon Brown (Generalised
Anxiety Disorder).

Meanwhile, I must tell my colleagues that
I have patented this unbeatable wheeze. My
lawyers will defend to the death my sole right
to order some wretched shrink to dive into the
phobias and paranoias which make up the
mind of Alastair Campbell.
I First published inThe Obseruer.

Ylu don't have I

to be mad

The proposed Mental Health Bill and a
few spiteful neighbours, could polentially
put us in the asylum, says Nick Gohen
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HaldøneNews

Haldane Society in
Europe: parlof the
growing resistance
to globalisation

Haldane

the detainees
Sp eak ers : Louise Ghristia Ít confirmed

Gonor Geartv inuited

7gm, Tuesday 1 1th Febru ary 2003
at Conway Hall, Red Lion Square,
London WC'l

by Bill Bowring
urope's democratic deficit is
deepening with every year. The
EU's internal structures are as
ever devoted mainly to mone-
tarist policies of integration and
enlargement, yhile externally

the Union pursues increasingly undemocratic
measures to prevent immigration and asylum,
and to strengthen Fortress Europe. The insti-
tution which exists to promote democracy
and human rights, the Council of Europe, is
starved of funds and often sidelined, while
NATO and the increasingly compromised
ICTY enjoy huge and growing budgets. Op-
position and dissent often seem limited to in-
dividual member states. And what role if any
can lawyers play?

The Haldane Society has helped to create
one small but lively centre of resistance.

At a meeting held on 1st May 1,993 in
Paris, the Haldane Society was one of the
founclers of the organisation which has
becorne the leading grouping of socialist and
democratic lawyers in Europe. Its name is (its
sounds better in the original German...) "The
European Association of Lawyers for
Democracy and llorld Human Rights", or,
for short, EJDM. The founders were the
French, German, Italian, Swiss and English
lawyers'associations, all affiliated to the In-
ternational Association of Democratic
Lawyers (IADL).

Each of these founder associations is still
active in EJDM. Better still, it has grown.
There are now lawyers from 13 countries in-
volved: organisations in Bulgaria, England,
France, Germany, Italy, Romania, Spain,
Switzerland and Turke¡ and individuals in
Belgium, Greece, Portugal and Ukraine. But
the organisation still runs on a shoe-string -
subscriptions are fixed at a very low rate, and

most events are self-financing.
The individuals who have contributed

most to EJDM over the years are well-known
to many Haldane members. They are EJDM's
General Secretar¡ the German trade union
lawyer Thomas Schmidt; its former President,
the French radical professor of international
law Monique Chemillier-Gendreau; its pre-
sent President the Swiss internationalist ad-
vocâte Rudolf Schaller; and the Italian
campaigning researcher Fabio Marcelli. For
the Haldane Societ¡ its International Secre-
tary Professor Bill Bowring has attended
almost every Administrative Council and
General Assembly meeting, and other Hal-
dane members have attended when possible.
EJDM members have frequently attended
Haldane events in England, including our
London Conference on 11th l.lay 2002,
"Anti-Terror Laws: Making the world not
safer but less free?".

The EJDM seeks to be an activist organi-
sation, which also undertakes serious re-
search and legal support for struggle. Thus,
its pattern of work involves at least one
major seminar each year, held in various Eu-
ropean countries, at least two meetings of its
Administrative Council, and participation in
a wide range of campaigns.

Haldane members have taken part in most
of the past years' seminars. The first of these
set the tone for the future, and was entitled
"Europe, the beloved country? Nationalit¡
Immigration, Asylum", and was held in East
Berlin in 1993. About 20Haldane members
attended, and speakers included Tony
Bunyan of Statewatch and barrister Frances
llebber.

This was followed tn 1995 by a solidarity
conference with Turkish and Kurdish lawyers
in Istanbul, Turke¡ entitled "Democracy and

Human Rights in Turkey". Later events in-
cluded "The European Union - Institutions
and Political Foundation" in Florence in
t996, at which Dr Steve Peers made an im-
portant contribution, "Environmental Law
in Europe" in Brussels in1,997; "Labour Law
under Conditions of Globalisation" in Paris
in 1998, at which Haldane's Steve Gibbons
and Professor Steve Anderman presented
papers; Istanbul in April 2000 on "Turkey's
entry to the European Union"; "The Right to
Asylum is a Human Right" (with a paper by
Haldane's Fernne Brennan) in Frankfurt in
November 2000; and Mav 2001 in Paris on
"The Charter of Fundamental of the Euro-
pean Union", at which the French and
German members of the Convention gave a
graphic description of the tooth and nail re-
sistance of the UK delegation to the inclusion
of Solidarity Rights in the Charter.

This series of dynamic interventions into
the key issues of contemporary Europe has
continued. In November 2001 EJDM held a

well-attended conference in Frankfurt on
Oder (on the border of the former East Ger-
many and Poland) on the theme "Enlarge-
ment of the European Union. tùlhat will the
consequences be? !Øhat demands should be
made?", attended by Steve Gibbons for the
Haldane Society.

EJDM has on frequent occasions con-
tributed members to, or has itself organised,
Missions of Inquir¡ and trial observation
teams. During 2001 EJDM members partici-
pated in a Mission of Inquiry to Turkey on
the grave violations of human rights in Turk-
ish prisons. They met the IHD (Human
Rights Association), families of detainees on
hunger strike and killed in prison, Associa-
tions of Democratic Lawyers, a sociologist
detained on 19th December 2000, eye-wit-

nesse.s of repression in the jail of Umranie in
Istanbul, and the President of the Istanbul Bar
Association. The mission participated with
Eren Keskin at a sit-in in front of the head-
quarters of IHD with the relatives of de-
tainees. This has been followed by a Mission
to Palestine in November 2002, which ob-
served rghouti. The
EJDM sraremenrs in
several violations of
human international

international ca
ian Democratic
international Tï
in Genoa as well as in Goeteborg and in
Davos, and the question of democratic rights
under conditions of globalisation. An inter-
national preparatory meeting was to be held
on 15 and 16 September 2001 in Geneva.
This organised the International Commission
on Fundamental Rights and Globalisation,
whose members include Stéphane Felder
(Swiss advocate), Professor Luigi Ferrajoli
(Rome) Dario Fo (Ital¡ winner of the Nobel
Prize Íor Literature) the environmentalist
Susan George, and Peter'Weiss, lawyer (USA)
President of the International Association of
Lawyers against Nuclear Armament
(IALANA). The first session took place in
Genoa on 23rd March 2002, and attracted
very wide publicity in Italy. The next meet-
ing will probably take place in May 2003.

The Administrative Council of the EJDM
was meeting again in Paris on Sunday 12th
January 2003, and a wide range of future ac-
tivities will be discussed. The first concerns
the vitally important struggle against racism,

ion by
ity Di-
th July
rlin on

30th-31st January 2003, organised by
ENAR, the European Network Against
Racism, with EJDM which is a member of
ENAR. Issues of domestic law are not for-
gotten, and on 1Sth-16th March 2003 in
Dresden, the German member organisation,
the VDJ, is organising a conference, with
German judges, and socialist and social de-
mocrat politicians, on "The Public Prosecu-
tor in a Democratic Society." The main event
oÍ 2003 will be an international conference
on'War Crimes, which will be held in
Geneva, probably onlTth Ma¡ followed by
the biánnual General Assembly of thã
EJDM. r

All Haldane members ønd associates are
uery If
you he

lnte ill
Boø

Stop the war demonstntion:
Saturday 1Sth February, London. Haldane Society members meet
outside Temple tube station aI12 noon.
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Annr¡al General Meeting:
See notice on page '11

fnneal for office equ¡pment:
Computer urgently needed, contact Rebekah at:
rebekahmaxi new@hotmai l. com
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